Now Accepting Applications for Editor In Chief, Geohealth

The Editor in Chief (EIC) is the principal architect of the scientific content of the journal. The EIC is an active scientist, well-known and well-regarded in his/her discipline. The EIC must be active in soliciting the best science from the best scientists to be published in the journal. Working with the other editors and AGU staff, the EIC is the arbiter of the content of the journal. Among other functions, the EIC is responsible to:

- Act as an ambassador to the author/editor/reviewer/scientist community.
- Set the strategy for the journal.
- Lead the editor selection process.
- Assign and balance review workload.
- Make decisions on ethical issues.
- Review and contribute to periodic monitoring reports.
- Conduct and attend meetings.

AGU strongly encourages candidates from outside the US to apply.

Information about Geohealth scope, as well as additional information about the position can be found on our website.

If you would like to be considered for this position, please send your curriculum vitae and your letter of interest to pubmatters@agu.org.

Please specify “Geohealth EIC Search” in the subject line of the email.
While the search process takes several months to complete, the review of applications will begin immediately.
The position begins 1 January 2024.

AGU Publications Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility Statement
As an organization that serves a global community of Earth and space scientists, AGU is committed to promoting diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility (DEIA). Following AGU’s Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, AGU Publications is implementing changes to foster a more equitable and inclusive scientific publishing environment. This includes proactively working to eliminate the influence of bias in peer review, improving diversity and inclusion within our editorial teams (editors, reviewers, authors) and our publishing processes and policies, and ensuring our publications content fairly and inclusively represents people and communities. We also plan to regularly track and publish our AGU Publications DEI progress.

All AGU members, editors, authors, reviewers, and publications officers and staff are expected to aspire and adhere to our Scientific Integrity and Professional Ethics Policy, which includes AGU’s Code of Conduct (Section III) and Ethical Guidelines for Publications of Scientific Research (Section VI).